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Consistently estimating risk difference in a jurisdiction of interest
Abstract (Word count 245)
Objective: Economic analysis and assessment of net clinical benefit often require
estimation of absolute risk difference (ARD) for binary outcomes such as survival or
progression, given baseline epidemiological risk in a jurisdiction of interest and trial
evidence of treatment effects. Typically, the assumption is made that relative
treatment effects are constant across baseline risk, in which case relative risk (RR) or
odds ratios (OR) could be applied to estimate ARD. Our objective is to establish
whether use of RR or OR allows consistent estimates of ARD.
Methods: ARD is calculated from alternate framing of effects (e.g., mortality vs.
survival) using relative risk (RR) and odds ratios (OR) in direct and indirect
comparisons.
Results: ARD is shown to be consistently estimated with OR but changes with
framing of effects using RR wherever epidemiological risk differs from trial risk.
Additionally, in indirect comparisons ARD is shown to be consistently estimated with
OR, while the direction let alone extent of ARD is shown to not necessarily be
consistent with RR where risk in common comparator arms differ.
Conclusion: Odds ratios allow consistent calculation of absolute risk difference in
translating evidence from trial settings and across trials in direct and indirect
comparisons, avoiding selection biases from framing of effects with relative risk.
These findings are critical for translating evidence to inform economic analysis and
assessment of net clinical benefit, given that use of RR in estimating ARD is
commonly suggested precisely where risk differs in practice or across arms.
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Introduction
Summary statistics derived from binary measures of treatment outcome can be
divided into two categories. The first category comprises arithmetic measures such as
absolute risk difference (ARD) and, its reciprocal, the number-needed-to-treat (NNT);
the second category comprises relative (ratio) measures such as relative risk (RR) and
odds ratio (OR). Economic analysis and assessment of net clinical benefit typically
require estimates of ARD; however, ARD is seldom taken directly from trials due to
concerns it might vary according to patients’ baseline risk of the outcome [1-3].
Instead, the convention is to adopt a two-step procedure. First, the baseline risk for
the particular circumstances of the economic analysis is estimated. Then, this risk is
multiplied by an appropriate algebraic form of the average relative treatment effect
(e.g., RR, OR) from a trial (or meta-analysis of trials) to estimate an arithmetic
measure of treatment effect (e.g., ARD, NNT) for the particular circumstances of
economic analysis or assessment of net clinical benefit.

There is continuing debate about whether it is better to use OR or RR as the measure
of relative treatment effect. Several clinical epidemiologists have stated their
preference for RR on the basis that clinicians may be inclined to think on the RR scale
and may mistakenly interpret OR as RR. If OR is mistaken as RR, then the treatment
effect can be overestimated as OR tends to be further away from the null value (1.0)
where baseline risk is not small, as is usually the case in clinical trials [4-6].

However, there are problems associated with using RR in modeling binary data. The
core issue is that, unlike OR, RR is not symmetric [7]. Specifically, if the event of
interest is switched to its complement (e.g., if survival is used as the outcome instead
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of mortality), then RR is not symmetrical around 1, in contrast to OR and ARD,
which are symmetrical around 1 and 0 respectively. Walter describes this property of
the RR as ‘very troubling’ [8] and Fleiss argued that this property of RR effectively
rules it out as a useful metric to use in meta-analysis [9].

For indirect comparisons (i.e., comparison of two drugs to each other using separate
trials against a common comparator), RR has a more severe problem. Not only can
the size of the treatment effect change, but an inferential fallacy can occur where the
direction of the treatment effect can reverse depending on whether effects were
framed from a utility bearing perspective (e.g., survival ) or a disutility bearing
perspective (e.g., mortality) [10]. This paper extends the findings of previous
research to show that, for both direct (i.e. A vs. B) and indirect comparisons (i.e. A vs.
B via common comparator C), use of OR has advantages over RR in consistently (i.e.
free of framing effects) estimating ARD, such as that required for use in economic
analysis.

We first consider standard methods for estimating ARD in a jurisdiction of interest for
direct and then indirect comparisons calculated with relative risk and odds ratios. We
illustrate, by algebraic proof and with ‘real world’ examples, that OR, unlike RR,
allow consistent estimation of ARD in both direct and indirect comparisons. That is,
the size and direction of risk differences are the same when estimated using odds
ratios, regardless of whether risks are framed from a positive (e.g., survival) or
negative (e.g., mortality) direction. We conclude by critically discussing these
findings in the context of previously identified properties of RR and OR in estimating
treatment risk and modeling ARD.
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Estimating absolute risk difference to inform economic analysis
The estimation of ARD from relative treatment effects in general requires that the risk
of the outcome for the therapy being compared (B in either A vs. B with direct, or A
vs. B via C with indirect, comparison) has been estimated in the jurisdiction of
interest. This estimate should reflect the epidemiological expected risk of the
outcome with B and, hence, in many cases, will not necessarily be that observed in
trial evidence [11]. For example, consider where the jurisdiction of interest is the UK,
Australia or Canada and evidence comes from a direct trial in the US of A vs. B. The
expected risk with B in the jurisdiction of interest could differ from that observed in
the US trial due to factors including population risk, health care access or health
system practice. Differences in health system practice between that in trials and the
jurisdiction of interest may be driven by change in diagnostic build up or different use
of complementary therapies across time and between jurisdictions, which in turn may
be related to differences in factors including relative prices, patient preferences or
clinical training and practice. Hence, even where current practice for use of
technology B in the jurisdiction of interest reflects that in trial settings, the best
estimate of the risk of B will usually be based on current epidemiological evidence in
the jurisdiction of interest rather than necessarily trial data.

The problem – inconsistent estimation of risk difference with relative risk
For the jurisdiction of interest, let the estimate of risk framed from a utility bearing
perspective (e.g., survival rate) be given by RUB * and from a disutility perspective by
RDB * = 1 − RUB * . In a direct comparison, relative risk from a trial setting
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RRUAB =

RUA
can be directly applied to RUB * to estimate RUA * and, hence, the ARD
RUB

as difference in effects with

ΔEu = RUB *(

RUA
R
) − RUB * = ( RUB *)( UA − 1)
RUB
RUB

(1)

under the assumption that RR is constant regardless of baseline risk.

Alternatively, from a disutility bearing perspective relative risk RRDAB =

(1 − RUA )
can
(1 − RUB )

be directly applied to RDB * = 1 − RUB * to estimate RDA * (e.g., mortality rate) and,
hence, difference in effects with
ΔED = (1 − RUB *) − (1 − RUB *)[

(1 − RUA )
(1 − RUA )
] = (1 − RUB *)(1 −
)
(1 − RUB )
(1 − RUB )

(2)

The difference between these two estimates of risk difference, ΔEU − ΔED , calculated
with RR from a utility (1) and disutility (2) bearing perspective, simplifies, as shown
in Appendix 1, to
ΔEU − ΔED =

( RUA − RUB ) RUB *
− 1)
(
(1 − RUB ) RUB

(3)

Now the ARD will be the same with alternative framing only if the first or second
term in equation (3) is 0. The first term in equation (3) is 0 only if there is no
treatment effect, while the second term represents the proportion by which
epidemiological risk in the jurisdiction of interest differs from that observed in trial
evidence. Where the base risk in the jurisdiction of interest exactly matches that from
direct trials (i.e., where RUB * = RUB ), then ΔEU − ΔED = 0 , with
ΔEU = ΔED = RUA − RUB .
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However, where the risk in the jurisdiction of interest is not the same as the trial
evidence, that is r = RUB * / RUB ≠ 1 , and there is any treatment effect, ARD calculated
with RR will depend on whether effects have been framed from a utility or disutility
bearing perspective. Hence, estimation of the extent of ARD using RR differs with
framing of effects where the epidemiological (base) risk differs from that observed in
the trial setting and there is any treatment effect.

In the usual case of interest where there is an RR in favour of A, equation (3)
indicates that ARD calculated from a utility bearing perspective ( ΔEU ) will be greater
(less) than that from a disutility perspective ( ΔED ) where the epidemiological risk in
the jurisdiction of interest is greater (less) than that in the trial. Conversely, if there is
an RR in favour of B, ARD calculated from a utility bearing perspective ( ΔEU ) will
be greater (less) than that from a disutility perspective ( ΔED ) where the
epidemiological risk in the jurisdiction of interest is less (greater) than that in the trial.
Consequently, where ARD is calculated based on RR, there is clearly scope for
selection bias in framing of effects whenever base risk for treatment B differs in the
jurisdiction of interest to that in the trial setting.

To illustrate the potential for selection bias when estimating ARD with RR, take the
simple example of a direct comparison between A and B where risk of mortality in the
trial setting is 0.2 with A and 0.4 with B, while in two separate jurisdictions of interest
(X and Y) the epidemiologically determined risk of mortality with current treatment B
is 0.4 (the same as the trial setting) and 0.3, respectively. Table 1 shows the
calculation of ARD in these two jurisdictions, given trial evidence and their
6

epidemiological risk. For jurisdiction X, which has the same risk in arm B as that of
the trial, risk difference is estimated as 0.2 in favour of A, regardless of whether
effects are framed as mortality or survival. However, for jurisdiction Y, where
epidemiological risk differs from that in the trial setting, risk difference in favour of A
is 0.15 with mortality, while 0.233 with survival. Having established that ARD is not
consistently estimated using RR with alternative framing of binary outcomes, we now
consider whether the OR provides a consistent estimate.

Consistent estimation of absolute risk difference with odds ratios

To estimate ARD using OR with effects framed from a utility bearing perspective
(e.g., survival) involves:
(1)

that the baseline risk in a jurisdiction of interest RUB * is converted to
an odds ratio with OUB * = RUB * /(1 − RUB *)

(2)

the odds ratio from trial evidence OUAB is then applied to OUB * to
estimate OUA with OUA = OUAB OUB * = OUAB RUB * /(1 − RUB *)

(3)

the odds ratio OUA is converted to a risk RUA using

RUA = OUA /(1 + OUA ) = (OUAB ×
RUA =
(4)

RUB *
O R *
) /(1 + UAB UB )),
1 − RUB *
1 − RUB *

OUAB × RUB *
(1 − RUB * +OUAB RUB *)

risk difference is then calculated as
ΔEU = RUA − RUB * =

OUAB × RUB *
− RUB * , which can
(1 − RUB * +OUAB RUB *)

alternatively be expressed as
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ΔEU = RUB *(
= RUB (

OUAB
− 1)
(1 − RUB * +OUAB RUB *)

OUAB − 1 + RUB * −OUAB RUB *
)
(1 − RUB * +OUAB RUB *)

= RUB *(1 − RUB *)(OUAB − 1) /(1 − RUB * +OUAB RUB *)

Now we show that the same ARD is estimated with use of odds ratios where
comparison is undertaken with outcomes framed from a disutility bearing perspective.
(1)

Recalling that base risk, framed from a disutility perspective (e.g.,
mortality rate), is given by RDB * =1- RUB * , RDB * is converted to an
odds ratio with ODB * = RDB * /(1 − RDB *) =(1-RUB *) / RUB *

(2)

The odds ratio ODAB is applied to ODB to estimate ODA with
ODA = ODAB × ODB * =

(3)

the odds ratio ODA is then converted to a risk RDA using

RDA =
=
(4)

(1-RUB *)
1
×
OUAB
RUB *

(1-RUB *)
(1-RUB *)
ODA
=
/(1 +
)
1 + ODA OUAB RUB *
OUAB RUB *

(1-RUB *)
OUAB RUB * + (1-RUB *)

risk difference is calculated as
ΔED = RDB − RDA = 1 − RUB * −

= (1 − RUB *)(1 −
= (1 − RUB *)(

(1 − RUB *)
(1 − RUB * +OUAB RUB *)

1
)
(1 − RUB * +OUAB RUB *)

OUAB RUB * − RUB *
)
(1 − RUB * +OUAB RUB *)

= RUB *(1 − RUB *)(OUAB − 1) /(1 − RUB * +OUAB RUB *)
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This is the same equation for ARD as that estimated from a utility bearing
perspective. Hence, use of OR ensures ARD is consistently estimated with alternative
framing of effects for any given baseline risk in the jurisdiction of interest.
Consequently, use of OR prevents the selection bias with respect to framing of effects
that occurs with RR in translating evidence to a jurisdiction of interest. Table 2 takes
the same example used in Table 1 to illustrate consistency in estimating ARD with
OR regardless of baseline risk in the jurisdiction of interest. For jurisdiction Y there
is an ARD of 21/130=0.16 in favour of A with mortality or survival.

Additional problems estimating ARD with RR in indirect comparisons

We have shown that in direct comparisons the extent of ARD for binary outcomes is
not consistently estimated with RR where baseline risk in the jurisdiction of interest
differs from that in trials. In indirect comparisons, RR faces a further problem in
interpreting trial evidence before considering translation of such evidence to a
jurisdiction of interest. Eckermann, Coory and Willan [10] demonstrate that, in
indirect comparisons RR does not guarantee a consistent direction of treatment effect
where base risk differs across common comparator arm, while OR does. For
example, in indirect comparison of Natalizumab vs. Interferon via placebo for
multiple sclerosis [12-14], Natalizumab was suggested to be 30% more effective than
Interferon for progression (RR=0.70) but 16% less effective than Interferon for no
progression (RR=0.84) [10]. The OR was 0.83 for progression and its reciprocal
(1/0.83=1.21) for no progression in favour of Natalizumab in each case. Here, we
extend this result to show that ARD calculated with RR also differs in direction with
alternate framing of outcomes, while ARD is consistently estimated with OR.
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Standard use of RR to estimate ARD in a jurisdiction with, for example, a 50% base
risk of progression with Interferon, suggests a 15.0% advantage for progression in
favour of Natalizumab (0.50×0.30=0.15), but an 8% advantage in favour of Interferon
with no progression (0.50×0.16), as shown in Table 3. Such reversal of the direction
of ARD with alternate framing of effects using RR will occur in indirect comparisons
whenever the direction of treatment effect reverses with RR. Eckermann, Coory and
Willan [10] show that such reversals do not necessarily require large differences in
base risk to occur. More generally, even if differences in common comparator risk in
indirect comparison are not large enough to cause direction of treatment effect to be
reversed, the extent of ARD will be influenced if there is any difference in common
comparator risk across arms. This is especially problematic given that using RR in
indirect comparisons has been suggested as valuable where base risks differ across
arms [11], which is precisely where problems with inconsistency occur. The positive
and more substantive question of interest to which we now turn is whether OR
provides a consistent estimate of ARD for indirect as well as direct comparisons.

ARD is estimated with OR under the same conditions as RR in table 3 as 4.6% in
favour of Natalizumab with progression or no progression. That is, given
RDB = 0.5 and OUAB = 1.21 or ODAB = 0.83

(1)

OUB = 0.5 / 0.5 = 1 , or ODB = 0.5 / 0.5 = 1

(2)

OUA = OUB × OUAB = 1× 1.21 = 1.21 , or ODA = ODB × ODAB = 1× 0.83 = 0.83

(3)

RUA =

(4)

ΔE = 0.546 − 0.50 = 0.5 − 0.454 = 0.046

1.21
0.83
= 0.546 , or RDA =
= 0.454
1 + 1.21
1 + 0.83
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More generally, the finding that OR consistently estimate ARD for binary outcomes
in direct comparisons will extend to indirect comparisons given treatment effect is
consistently estimated with OR, following Eckermann, Coory and Willan [10].
Hence, in indirect comparisons, advantages of OR over RR in consistently estimating
treatment effect [10] extends to consistently estimating ARD.

Consequently, OR has distinct advantages over RR in consistently estimating ARD in
direct and indirect comparisons. The only exceptions to this are:
(1) in direct comparisons where base risk in the jurisdiction of interest is the same
as that of the trial; and
(2) in indirect comparisons where base risk in the jurisdiction of interest is the
same as that of the trial and, additionally, there is no difference in risk across
common comparator arms.
However, in neither of these special cases is RR useful, as ARD can be consistently
estimated from trial evidence of risk differences directly. Consequently, use of RR in
estimating ARD is inconsistent and creates scope for selection biases in framing of
effects in all cases where applying a treatment effect from a trial to a base risk in a
jurisdiction of interest may be valuable. These inconsistencies are overcome with
OR, which allow consistent estimation of ARD regardless of epidemiological risk in
translating evidence or risk differences across common comparator arms in indirect
comparisons.

Further advantages of odds ratios in modeling binary outcomes

Odds ratios have further advantages over RR and direct use ARD when modeling
binary events, such as mortality and progression, in ensuring treatment risk remains
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bounded between 0 and 1 when applying trial data to base risk in a jurisdiction of
interest. For example, consider a case where the event rate from a positive (utility
bearing) perspective is progression free survival (PFS) at two years. The appropriate
epidemiological estimate in the jurisdiction of interest (e.g., the UK, Canada or
Australia) is 90%, while evidence (predominantly from the US in an, on average,
more complex population for the same indication) suggests a relative risk for PFS of
1.2 (based on an increase in PFS from 70% to 84%). The estimate of PFS with
treatment in the jurisdiction of interest in this case will be 95.3% using odds ratios,
while clearly out of appropriate bounds at 108% (0.9×1.2) using relative risk or 104%
(0.90+0.14) using ARD. Greenland suggests these range limitations on RR and ARD
indicate “purely logical reasons for disbelieving constancy of the difference or
relatives of proportions.”[15]

The advantage of odds ratios in such situations arises as odds will always convert
back to a risk bounded between 0 and 1. Hence, an OR from the trial (2.25
=63/28=(0.84/0.16)/(0.7/0.3)) multiplied by the appropriate epidemiological base
odds (9 =0.9/0.1) leads to odds of 20.25, which converts back to a risk of 95.3%
(=20.25/21.25). This advantage of OR over RR in appropriately bounding treatment
risk for binary outcomes between 0 and 1 also arises in modeling risk under
uncertainty, where unbounded values can always arise by chance using RR with
methods such as Monte-Carlo simulation. The bounding of treatment risk between 0
and 1 with OR more generally enables feasible constancy of odds across the full range
of potential baseline risks, unlike ARD and RR. There is, therefore, no logical reason
for disbelieving constancy of OR with binary outcomes.
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Further, it is also noted that odds ratios are naturally modeled as lognormal
distributions[16], while modeling relative risk as a lognormal distribution becomes
increasingly problematic as risk increases [17]. This can be seen in the divergence of
RR from OR, when considering application of treatment effect to baseline risk in
direct comparisons where RR =

OR
. Hence, for small probabilities of
1 − p0 + p0 × OR

binary events ( p0 ≈ 0 ), relative risk approximates odds ratios and a lognormal
distribution, but the relationship increasingly diverges from the OR and a lognormal
distribution as base risk increases and a treatment effect is evident (OR diverges from
1).

In summary, OR have distinct advantages over RR with binary outcomes in allowing
consistent estimation of ARD, ensures treatment risk remains bounded between 0 and
1 and naturally fit the lognormal distribution. Consequently, OR are suggested as the
preferred metric for estimating or modeling net clinical benefit and economic
modeling for health technology assessment.

Conclusion

Risk differences estimated using relative risk have been shown to differ with positive
and negative framing of binary outcomes (e.g., mortality or survival) in direct and
indirect comparison whenever the epidemiological risk to be modified differs from
that in the trial setting. In indirect comparisons, the direction as well as the size of the
risk difference can change where risks differ between common comparator arms. Use
of symmetric odds ratios has been shown to overcome these problems by consistently
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estimating absolute risk difference in direct or indirect comparisons with alternate
framing of binary outcomes, regardless of baseline risk.

These findings point to distinct advantages of OR over RR whenever application of a
relative treatment effect to baseline risk has value. It is precisely where the baseline
risk differs from that in trials when translating evidence across jurisdictions or
interpreting evidence in indirect comparisons that use of relative treatment effects is
suggested. Hence, in translating evidence with an assumption of constant treatment
effect in direct or indirect comparisons the OR should be used to allow consistent
estimation of ARD for binary outcomes.

Further, as previously shown, risks of binary events calculated with odds ratios
remain bounded between 0 and 1, while relative risk from a trial applied to the
appropriate epidemiological risk can easily result in values above 1. This can be
particularly problematic in modeling risk of binary outcomes under uncertainty,
where, more generally, OR naturally fit a lognormal distribution from which RR
increasingly diverges as probabilities and treatment effects increase. Consequently,
odds ratios are shown to be the preferred metric for calculating or modeling risk
differences in informing process of health technology assessment and decision
making in direct or indirect comparisons.

The cumulative impact of these findings casts significant doubt on the ‘common
wisdom’ that relative risk is more interpretable by clinicians than odds ratios in
interpreting and translating evidence. Clinicians would be unlikely to admit to such a
‘common wisdom’ if they were made aware that estimating risk differences for
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assessment of net clinical benefit or economic analysis with RR, rather than OR, is
inconsistent with alternative framing of effects, does not appropriately bound
treatment risk between 0 and 1 and increasingly diverges from the lognormal
distribution as base risk and treatment effect increase. The last vestige of credibility
for interpretability of RR in translating evidence to estimate ARD falls in indirect
comparisons. For cases of interest with differences across arms in common
comparator risk, the direction of ARD calculated with RR can be inconsistent and the
extent will be inconsistent with alternative framing of effects. In contrast, when
calculated with OR, the direction and extent of ARD remain consistent with
alternative framing of effects, regardless of differences in baseline risk between trials
and jurisdiction and across common comparator arms in indirect comparisons.

These findings also have implications for consistently and appropriately standardising
effects in practice, which can be framed from a positive (utility bearing) perspective
or negative (disutility bearing) perspective. For example, in application of the net
benefit correspondence theorem [18, 19], use of odds ratios, unlike relative risk,
would enable consistent differences between providers to be estimated with
standardised event rates. That is, analogous to the findings presented here, risk
differences for each provider, relative to a standard (e.g., industry average) population
risk, will be the same (and appropriately bounded) for mortality and survival rates
when calculated by applying odds ratios to the standard populations odds and
converting back to risk.
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Table 1: Inconsistency of ARD with alternative framing of effects when calculated
with RR and baseline risk differs from trial evidence (Jurisdiction Y)
A mortality

B mortality

A survival

B survival

20%

40%

80%

60%

RR mortality A vs. B in trial
0.2/0.4=0.50
Jurisdiction X: BR mortality 40%

RR survival A vs. B in trial
8/6=1.33
Jurisdiction X: BR survival 60%

ARD = 0.4×0.5 = 0.20 in favour A

ARD = 0.6×0.33 = 0.20 in favour A

Jurisdiction Y: BR mortality 30%

Jurisdiction Y: BR survival 70%

ARD = 0.3×0.5 = 0.15 in favour A

ARD = 0.7×0.33 = 0.233 in favour A
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Table 2: Consistency of ARD with alternative framing of effects when calculated with
OR and baseline risk (BR) in jurisdictions of interest (X, Y)
A mortality

B mortality

A survival

B survival

20%

40%

80%

60%

OR= (0.2/0.8)/(0.4/0.6)=3/8

(0.8/0.2)/(0.4/0.6)=8/3

Jurisdiction X: BR mortality 40%

Jurisdiction X: BR survival 60%

B Odds mortality= 0.4/0.6=2/3
A Odds mortality= 2/3×3/8=1/4
A Risk mortality = 1/5

B Odds survival = 0.6/0.4= 3/2
A Odds survival = 3/2×8/3=4
A Risk survival = 4/5

ARD mortality = 4/10-1/5
=1/5 in favour of A

ARD survival =4/5-6/10
=1/5 in favour of A

Jurisdiction Y: prob. mortality 30%

Jurisdiction Y: prob. survival 70%

B Odds mortality= 0.3/0.7=3/7

B Odds survival = 0.7/0.3= 7/3

A Odds mortality= 3/8×3/7=9/56

A Odds survival = 8/3×7/3=56/9

A Risk mortality = 9/65

A Risk survival = 56/65

ARD mortality =3/10-9/65
=21/130 = 0.16 in favour A

ARD survival =56/65-7/10
=21/130 = 0.16 in favour A
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Table 3: Inconsistency of ARD with alternative framing of effects calculated with RR
in indirect comparison of Natalizumab and Interferon
Natalizumab
Progression

Placebo
Progression

Natalizumab
No progression

Placebo No
progression

33.3%

59.0%

66.7%

41.0%

Natalizumab vs. placebo
Progression RR = 0.57
Interferon
Placebo
Progression
Progression
68.7%
83.9%

Natalizumab vs. placebo
No progression RR = 1.63
Interferon
Placebo
No progression
No progression
31.3%
16.1%

Interferon vs. placebo [6]
Progression RR = 0.82
RR for progression Nat. vs. Int.
0.70 (favours Natalizumab)
BR progression 50%

Interferon vs. placebo
No progression RR = 1.95
RR for no progression Nat vs. Int
0.84 (favours Interferon)
BR no progression 50%

ARD =0.5×(1-0.7) = 0.15
in favour of Natalizumab

ARD = 0.5×(1-0.84) = 0.08
in favour of Interferon
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Appendix 1: Selection biases in risk difference under alternative conditions

From Section 1, consider risk differences (ARD, ΔE) estimated with relative risk (RR)
in direct comparisons with effects framed from a utility bearing perspective as
ΔEu = ( RUB *)(

RUA
− 1)
RUB

(1)

and with effects framed from a disutility bearing perspective as
ΔED = (1 − RUB *)(1 −

(1 − RUA )
).
(1 − RUB )

(2)

Where RUB * is the epidemiological risk in the jurisdiction of interest for treatment B
with effects framed from a utility bearing perspective, RUB and RUA are the same risk
for treatment B and treatment A from trial evidence. Hence,
ΔEU − ΔED = RUB *(
=

RUA
(1 − RUA )
)
− 1) − (1 − RUB *)(1 −
RUB
(1 − RUB )

RUB *
1 − RUB *
( RUA − RUB ) −
( RUA − RUB )
RUB
(1 − RUB )

R * 1 − RUB *
)
= ( RUA − RUB )( UB −
RUB (1 − RUB )
=

(3)

( RUA − RUB ) RUB *
(
− 1)
(1 − RUB ) RUB
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